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Planning today for a healthier tomorrow

With the outbreak of a global pandemic bringing unprecedented changes
over the past several weeks, most of us are facing challenges that only two
months ago we would never have anticipated.
I’m sure you have been actively responding and adapting to the constant flow of
developments that have taken place. And with so many unknowns before us, it’s easy
to find ourselves bracing for the events of each new day, unable to think beyond tomorrow,
this week, or this month. As important as it is to be flexible and ready to adapt during
this season, we must also be looking ahead to the impact an altered economy will have
on our community and the potential increase in need that will exist throughout our county
as a result.

ADAPTING TO A NEW NORMAL
As social service agencies, we will be required to adapt to a new normal as COVID-19 will most likely be
part of our lives and workflow for the next 12-18 months at least. This means that the way in which we
provide services to meet the growing demand will have to fundamentally change on some level.
Due to the very nature of the social service industry, many of those we serve tend to represent populations
that are particularly vulnerable to contracting COVID-19. Many of our clients already have systemic health
problems, unhealthy lifestyles and habits, are elderly, or live in an environment that lends itself to the
contraction of illnesses.
And beyond the health concerns, there are financial needs to consider as well. Many agencies within our
community rely on programs which require group interaction or social engagement for funding. But in
a world where, for the foreseeable future, such practices are no longer advisable or safe, how will our
agencies continue to accomplish their goals? And will some of the programs which we currently rely upon
even continue to exist in 3, 6, 9, or 12 months? If our programs are changing, or perhaps suspending, how
will that impact the financial sustainability of our organizations? How will that impact our staff?
In an effort to help us plan for what is coming, I want to share a few thoughts, questions, and ideas we may
want to consider in light of the new reality that we are facing.
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Questions to ask:
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Questions to ask:

• What services do we currently offer that may be impacted or
altered by COVID-19?

• Are there those on our staff who are particularly vulnerable to
infection (due to age, underlying health conditions, etc.)?

• Can we continue to serve clients using the same processes
and at the same rate that we did prior to COVID-19?

• Are there current company practices which involve large
numbers of personnel frequently gathering together?

• How does COVID-19 impact the congregation of clients waiting
for services in our facilities?

• Are there programs that require staff members who are
vulnerable to infection to interact directly with potential carriers
of COVID-19?

• What steps must be taken to ensure proper sanitation of our
meeting spaces between client visits?

What are some things we might need to consider?
• Clearly informing our clients of any changes to services or
procedures (e.g. signs on doors, printed notices with intake
forms, verbal announcements, website disclaimers, etc.)
• Developing policies for regular disinfecting of surfaces in public
spaces (i.e. counters, door knobs, waiting room chairs, etc.)
• Implementing creative processes for maintaining best social
distancing practices while still caring compassionately for our
clients

What are some things we might need to consider?
• Equipping our staff and volunteers to protect themselves and
others from exposure and infection (i.e. handwashing, masks,
physical distancing, etc.)
• Sitting down with team members who may be vulnerable to
COVID-19 to discuss what precautions need to be taken for and
by them in their work over the next 3-18 months (e.g. working
in a private space within the facility, working remotely as much
as possible, etc.)
• Thinking through creative ways to restructure positions so that
staff members vulnerable to COVID-19 can continue to work
while avoiding potentially high-risk environments
• Adapting policies and procedures to ensure safe practices by
our staff and volunteers
• Regularly connecting with staff members to ensure that they
are feeling safe, confident, and cared for as they continue to
serve

REPERCUSSIONS OF
ECONOMIC HARDSHIP
& SOCIAL ISOLATION

As we look to these practical ramifications for our
organizations, it is also important for us to be prepared
for an increase in the demand for our services as our county
feels the strain of COVID-19 in almost every area of daily
life. Wherever there is an economic hardship (i.e. recession,
poverty, etc.), it is almost invariably accompanied by
repercussions that may include potential increases in:
• Domestic/child abuse

• Mental health issues

• Substance abuse

• Suicide

• Depression/anxiety

• Unintended pregnancy

• Do any of our essential programs, trainings, or events
generally take place in a classroom setting or involve large
numbers of people gathering together?
• If so, are there ways that we can conduct these programs
which guard and protect the health of those present?
• If not, what are we doing now to prepare for a replacement of
the funding that comes from those programs should we no
longer be able to implement them as required?
• Can we continue to hold open houses or public tabling events?
• If not, how can we creatively interface with our community and
familiarize them with our services?

What are some things we might need to consider?
• Adapting our curriculums and training programs for a digital
space that is accessible to our clientele
• Creating media, content, and materials which equip our
clients and community with necessary information, education,
and updates on our organizations

• Can we continue to conduct regular in-person community
meetings?
• Is there a way that we can maintain inter-agency
communication and collaboration without unwise exposure?
• How can we come together to meet the practical needs of our
fellow agencies and members of our community?

What are some things we might need to consider?
• Practicing inter-agency collaboration through video
conferencing, conference calls, or even collaborative
documents
• Caring for the practical needs faced by our fellow agencies and
community by holding drives for needed supplies (i.e. masks,
hand sanitizer, protective gloves, surface cleaners, etc.)
• Being aware of one another’s needs, services, and adapted
procedures in order to ensure seamless and effective referrals
and communications amidst a changed landscape

• Continuing to familiarize those in the community with our
mission, services, and any necessary changes to procedures
(in light of COVID-19) via strategic mailings, digital literature,
and media content

Compounding these potential hardships is the reality that
Americans were already feeling isolated and alone well before
this new era of social distancing. According to a 2018 study by
global health service company, Cigna:
• Nearly half of Americans report sometimes or always feeling
alone (46%).
• 2 in 5 Americans sometimes or always feel that they are
isolated from others (43%).
• 1 in 5 Americans report they rarely or never feel like there
are people they can talk to (18%).
• Loneliness has the same impact on mortality as smoking 15
cigarettes a day, making it even more dangerous than obesity.

So, not only will many in our community be impacted by the
challenges which accompany an economic downturn, but it
is also statistically likely that many of them will walk through
those challenges while feeling isolated from others. As social
service organizations, we are all aware of the vital role that
healthy community and relationships play in mitigating the
risk for unhealthy or destructive behaviors (i.e. drug use,
alcoholism, domestic abuse, suicide, etc.). And with the
further exacerbation of prior feelings of isolation through the
necessity of social distancing, as well as the added difficulties
of economic hardship, we are likely to see an increase in need
over the next 3-18 months as our community weathers the
impact of COVID-19.
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VIABLE OPTIONS’ RESPONSE TO COVID-19
As an organization which exists to serve those facing a pregnancy decision, we are aware that, with
so many losing their jobs, feeling strain on their businesses, being confined to their homes, dealing
with increased stress and anxiety, and experiencing financial and familial tension, walking through an
unintended pregnancy may become much more complicated and difficult in the days to come.
In light of this, we want to offer ourselves to you as a resource for serving those in our community facing a
pregnancy decision—restoring autonomy and decisional ownership by alleviating the pressures which often
cause a lack of confidence or control.

Implementing Online Services
As our economy prepares to reopen and we are free to return to serving our community, our doors will
remain open and our services available. And, in an effort to help reduce unnecessary exposure arising from
public travel and in-person contact, as well as to accommodate those representing vulnerable populations,
we are also implementing teleservices for the remainder of the year, which can be conducted remotely via
phone or computer.
Learn more about these changes and offerings at viableoptions.org/COVID19.
We are committed to doing everything that we can to serve our community and our fellow agencies as we
navigate this season together.

TOGETHER WE CAN

When we all help one another, everybody wins.”
– JIM STOVALL

I recently heard someone say, “When things don’t make sense, ask what they make possible.” COVID-19
has fundamentally changed our world, our culture, and our lives. And although there continue to be many
unknowns, there are also opportunities afforded to us as leaders within the community to ask, “What does
all of this make possible?”
I am eager to partner with each of you in the days ahead and to serve you in your mission and work in any
way that I can.
We won’t be able to wish or hope our way through this pandemic; but we can certainly lead ourselves, our
organizations, and our community through it. Many will be looking to us and our agencies in the days and
months ahead for answers, relief, care, and a sense of stability and comfort. Let us work together to do all
we can to serve those in need and to restore the North Country to health and vitality.

Josh McGrath
CEO, Viable Options
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